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Abstract We propose a first-order stochastic optimiza-
tion algorithm incorporating adaptive regularization ap-
plicable to machine learning problems in deep learning
framework. The adaptive regularization is imposed by
stochastic process in determining batch size for each
model parameter at each optimization iteration. The
stochastic batch size is determined by the update prob-
ability of each parameter following a distribution of gra-
dient norms in consideration of their local and global
properties in the neural network architecture where the
range of gradient norms may vary within and across
layers. We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of
our algorithm using an image classification task based
on conventional network models applied to commonly
used benchmark datasets. The quantitative evaluation
indicates that our algorithm outperforms the state-of-
the-art optimization algorithms in generalization while
providing less sensitivity to the selection of batch size
which often plays a critical role in optimization, thus
achieving more robustness to the selection of regular-
ity.
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1 Introduction
In deep learning, the inference process is made through
a deep network architecture that generally consists of
a nested composition of linear and nonlinear functions
leading to a large-scale optimization problem where both
the number of model parameters and the number of
data are in the millions [11,12,32,33,35,76,83]. The con-
sidered optimization problems generally aim to mini-
mize non-convex objective functions defined over a large
number of training data, which is often computation-
ally challenging. In dealing with such problems, the
most popular algorithm is stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [11, 12, 68, 71, 89] that randomly selects a sub-
set of training data in evaluating the loss function and
its gradient at each iteration while ordinary gradient
descent [68, 70] uses the entire data. The estimates of
gradients using small batch sizes are generally unre-
liable, but the computation of full-batch gradients is
often intractable, yielding a trade-off between stability
and efficiency.
In this work, we propose a stochastic algorithm in
the selection of batch size for estimating gradients in
the course of optimization in which the batch size is
adaptively determined for each parameter at each it-
eration. The intrinsic motivation stems from a need
to impose different degree of regularization on each
parameter at each optimization stage in such a way
that the generalization is improved by implicitly guid-
ing the trajectory of gradients to preferred minima. Our
stochastic scheme is designed to determine the batch
size of each parameter following a distribution that is
proportional to the gradient norm; its gradient with
varying batch size is efficiently computed by the cu-
mulative moving average of usual stochastic gradients
due to the additive form of the objective function. The
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selection of batch size in stochastic optimization is re-
lated to regularization in addition to the computational
efficiency [7, 52] in that the variance of gradients is re-
duced with larger batch size, allowing one to use a larger
learning rate. However, it is not necessarily beneficial
for complex non-convex problems in order to avoid un-
desirable local minima [43]. Conventional SGD uses de-
terministic selection strategies for the batch size that
is mostly static, although dynamic scheduling methods
exist [54, 77] without taking into account the relative
importance of individual parameter.
In the computation of gradients, SGD uses the same
batch to compute gradients of all the parameters while
coordinate descent (CD) [13,58,61] and its block based
variants [21, 57, 67, 90] update a subset of parameters
at each iteration using the same size of batch for all
the parameters. However, the partial update scheme at
each batch iteration is inefficient due to the common
parallel implementation that can provide gradients of
all the parameters at once, resulting in discarding the
gradients of non-updated parameters.
We relate our method to prior work in Section 2
and present classical SGD, CD and their integrated al-
gorithms in Section 3 followed by our proposed algo-
rithm in Section 4. The effectiveness of our algorithm
is demonstrated by numerical results in Section 5 and
the conclusion follows in Section 6.
2 Related work
Deep neural networks have made a significant progress
in a variety of applications for understanding visual
scenes [14,39,55], sound information [3,51,59,65], physi-
cal motions [17,25,28,74], and other decision processes [1,
18,66,85]. Their optimization algorithms related to our
work are reviewed in the following.
Learning rate: In the application of gradient based
optimization algorithms, it is generally necessary to de-
termine the step size at updating unknowns. In ad-
dition to the fixed learning rate, there have been a
number of learning rate scheduling schemes used for
the SGD in order to achieve better generalization and
convergence. One of the simple, yet popular schemes
is staircase [77] and exponential decay [29] also has
been applied to reduce stochastic noises and achieve
stable convergence. The parameter-wise adaptive learn-
ing rate scheduling has also been developed such as
AdaGrad [26], AdaDelta [73, 88], RMSprop [84], and
Adam [45]. In our experiment we carefully choose the
learning rate annealing such that the baseline SGD
achieves the best validation accuracy in order to con-
centrate on the regularization effect due to the batch
size.
Variance reduction: The variance of stochastic gradi-
ents is detrimental to SGD, motivating variance reduc-
tion techniques [15,40,69,75,91–93] that aim to reduce
the variance incurred due to their stochastic process of
estimation, and improve the convergence rate mainly
for convex optimization while some are extended to
non-convex problems [2, 37, 53]. One of the most prac-
tical algorithms for better convergence rates includes
momentum [82], modified momentum for accelerated
gradient [60], and stochastic estimation of accelerated
gradient (Accelerated-SGD) [44]. These algorithms are
more focused on the efficiency in convergence than the
generalization of model for accuracy.
Energy landscape: Understanding of energy surface
geometry is significant in deep optimization of highly
complex non-convex problems. It is preferred to drive a
solution toward plateau in order to yield better general-
ization [16,24,34]. Entropy-SGD [16] is an optimization
algorithm biased toward such a wide flat local mini-
mum. In our approach, we do not attempt to explicitly
measure geometric property of loss landscape with ex-
tra computational cost, but instead implicitly consider
the variance by varying batch size.
Importance sampling aims to limit the estimation
of gradients to informative samples for efficiency and
variance reduction by considering manual selection [8],
temporal history of gradient [56, 72], maximizing the
diversity of losses [27,87], or largest changes in param-
eters [10, 20, 41, 42, 47, 81]. Albeit the benefit of non-
uniform sampling, it is computationally expensive to
estimate distribution for importance of huge number of
parameters.
Dropout is an effective regularization technique in par-
ticular with shallower networks by ignoring randomly
selected units following a certain probability during the
training phase [80]. The dropping rate is generally set
to be constant, typically 0.5, but its variants have been
proposed with adaptive rates depending on parameter
value [4], estimated gradient variance [46], biased gra-
dient estimator [79], layer depth [36], or marginal like-
lihood over noises [63].
Coordinate descent and its variants: In contrast to
SGD that selects a random subset of data for updating
all the parameters at each iteration, coordinate descent
(CD) updates a random subset of parameters using all
the data [9,86]. It has been proposed to integrate SGD
and CD resulting in stochastic random block coordinate
descent [67,90] that selects a random subset of data to
update a random subset of parameters. In selection of
parameters to update, greedy coordinate descent [23,
49, 78] and its stochastic approach [63, 64, 67] are de-
signed to follow a distribution of gradient norms. Our
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algorithm is developed in the framework of stochastic
greedy block coordinate descent incorporating stochas-
tic selection of batch size.
Batch size selection: There is a trade-off between the
computational efficiency and the stability of gradient
estimation leading to the selection of their compromise
with generally a constant while learning rate is sched-
uled to decrease for convergence. The generalization ef-
fect of stochastic gradient methods has been analyzed
with constant batch size [30, 31]. On the other hand,
increasing batch size per iteration with a fixed learning
rate has been proposed in [77] where the equivalence of
increasing batch size to learning rate decay is demon-
strated. A variety of varying batch size algorithms have
been proposed by variance of gradients [6, 22, 50, 54]
where the additional computational cost for the gradi-
ent variance is expensive and the same batch size is used
at each estimation of gradients for all the parameters.
3 Preliminaries
We consider a minimization problem of an objective
function F : Rm → R in a supervised learning frame-
work:
w∗ = argmin
w
F (w), (1)
where F is associated with w = (w1, w2, · · · , wm) in the
finite-sum form:
F (w) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
l(hw(xi), yi) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
fi(w), (2)
where hw : X → Y is a prediction function defined with
the associated model parameters w from a data space
X to a label space Y , and fi(w) := l(hw(xi), yi) is a
differentiable loss function defined by the discrepancy
between the prediction hw(xi) and the true label yi.
The objective is to find optimal parameters w∗ by min-
imizing the empirical loss incurred on a given set of
training data {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xn, yn)}.
3.1 Stochastic gradient descent
The optimization of supervised learning applications
that often require a large number of training data mainly
uses stochastic gradient descent that updates solution
wt at each iteration t based on the gradient:
wt+1 = wt − ηt
(
∇F (wt) + ξt
)
, (3)
where ηt ∈ R is a learning rate and ξt is an indepen-
dent noise process with zero mean. The computation
of gradient for the entire training data is computation-
ally expensive and often intractable so that stochastic
gradient is computed using batch βt at each iteration
t:
wt+1 = wt − ηt

 1
|βt|
∑
i∈βt
∇fi(w
t)

 , (4)
where βt is a subset of the index set [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n}
for the training data. The selection of batch size |βt|
that is inversely proportional to the variance of ξt is
often critical.
3.2 Alternating minimization
A class of alternating minimization is considered as an
effective optimization algorithm to deal with a large
number of parameters. The alternating minimization
method with a cyclic constraint randomly partitions
the unknown parameters w into two mutually disjoint
subsets u and v, and the optimization alternatively pro-
ceeds over one block and the other at each iteration t:
ut+1 = ut − ηt∇uF (u
t, vt), (5)
vt+1 = vt − ηt∇vF (u
t+1, vt), (6)
where ∇uF and ∇vF denote the gradient of F with
respect to u and v using the entire training data. The
above alternating minimization algorithm is equivalent
to randomized cyclic block coordinate descent with two
blocks.
3.3 Stochastic alternating minimization
The optimization of large scale learning problems is of-
ten required to deal with a large number of both model
parameters and training data, which naturally leads to
consideration of combining the use of stochastic gra-
dients based on batches and alternating minimization
over parameter blocks. The combination of stochastic
gradient descent and alternating minimization leads to
stochastic randomized cyclic block coordinate descent
with two blocks where a random subset of parameters
are updated based on their stochastic gradients. The
stochastic alternating minimization method finds a so-
lution based on the gradient with respect to each pa-
rameter block using batches selected from the train-
ing data uniformly at random. The algorithm updates
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blocks ut and vt of parameters wt in an alternative way:
ut+1 = ut −
ηt
|βt|
∑
i∈βt
∇ufi(u
t, vt), (7)
vt+1 = vt −
ηt
|βt+1|
∑
i∈βt+1
∇vfi(u
t+1, vt), (8)
where parameter blocks u and v are updated based on
the gradients computed using βt and βt+1, respectively.
4 Proposed algorithm
We propose a first-order optimization algorithm that
updates each model parameter based on its stochas-
tic gradient computed with stochastic batch size. The
batch size for each parameter is determined by its up-
date probability following a distribution of the norm of
stochastic gradients in consideration of local and global
properties of gradient norms in the network architec-
ture.
4.1 Alternating minimization with stochastic batch
size
The update probability pj associated with parameter
wj is represented by a Bernoulli random variable χj :
Pr(χj = 1) = pj , (9)
where 0 < pj < 1 is the probability that χj = 1. The
proposed algorithm is designed to update each param-
eter wj according to the probability pj at iteration t:
wt+1j = w
t
j − χ
t
j(η
t
j g
t
j), (10)
where ηtj is a learning rate to update w
t
j , χ
t
j is an in-
dicator variable associated with the update probability
ptj for w
t
j , and g
t
j is stochastic gradient with respect to
wj :
gtj =
1
|βtj |
∑
i∈βt
j
∇jfi(w
t), (11)
where ∇jf = e
T
j ∇f denotes the gradient of f with re-
spect to wj , ej is a unit vector, and β
t
j denotes a batch.
The essence of the proposed algorithm is to determine
the size of batch βtj for each parameter wj at iteration
t depending on the update probability ptj . Let {β
t} be
a set of usual batches, called universal batches, that
are the same as the ones used by standard SGD. The
stochastic batch βtj is determined in a recursive manner
depending on the update probability ptj :
βtj =
{
βt−1j ∪ β
t, if χtj = 0
∅, otherwise
(12)
where βtj is obtained by the accumulation of the pre-
vious batch βt−1j with the current universal batch β
t
when parameter wj is not updated. On the other hand,
βtj is set to be an empty set after parameter wj is up-
dated. The proposed algorithm with constant update
probability ptj = 1 for all j and t results in standard
SGD, and ptj = 1/2 results in an algorithm similar
to Dropout except its forward-propagation that assigns
zero to the output of ignored node while the proposed
algorithm preserves the previous value. The pseudocode
of the algorithm is described in Algorithm 1 where the
indicator variable χtj is determined by the update prob-
ability ptj that will be presented in Section 4.3.
Algorithm 1 Alternating Minimization with Stochas-
tic Batch Size
for all epoch do
{βt} : universal batches given by random shuffling
β0j = ∅ : initialize stochastic batch for all j
for all t : index for universal batch do
for all j : index for parameter do
βtj = β
t−1
j ∪ β
t
if χtj = 1 then
gtj =
1
|βt
j
|
∑
i∈βt
j
∇jfi(w
t)
wt+1j = w
t
j − χ
t
j(η
t
j g
t
j)
βtj = ∅
end if
end for
end for
end for
4.2 Efficient algorithm of stochastic batch size via
cumulative moving average
The computation of gradient using stochastic batch with
varying size is inefficient due to the parallel implemen-
tation of back-propagation applied to the mixture of
updating and non-updating parameters. Thus, we pro-
pose an alternative efficient algorithm that manipulates
the gradients computed using universal batches instead
of directly computing gradients using stochastic batches
due to the additive form of the objective function. The
modified algorithm computes gradients of all the pa-
rameters using universal batch at each iteration and
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then takes weighted average of the non-updated previ-
ous gradients of each parameter to estimate its gradient
with accumulated batches when updating, which leads
to a Gauss-Seidel type iterative method.
Let us denote by β[k] = β1 ∪β2 ∪ · · ·∪βk a union of
universal batches where we assume that |β1| = |β2| =
· · · = |βk| for ease of presentation. The update of pa-
rameter wj using stochastic batch β
[k] at iteration t
reads:
wt+1j = w
t
j − η˜
t
j

 1
|β[k]|
∑
i∈β[k]
∇jfi(w
t)

 , (13)
where η˜tj denotes a learning rate associated with a stochas-
tic batch β[k]. We can consider η˜tj := k η
t
j where η
t
j
denotes the learning rate for a single universal batch,
e.g. β1, due to the linear relation between the learning
rate and the batch size, and |β[k]| = k|β1|. The update
in Eq.(13) requires separate back-propagations for dif-
ferent parameters when they have different stochastic
batches. Therefore we estimate gradient g˜j of wj for a
set of universal batches β[k] by taking the cumulative
moving average of the gradients computed using a series
of universal batches leading to the following recursive
steps with the initial condition g˜tj = 0:


g
t+ s
k
j =
1
|βs|
∑
i∈βs
∇jfi(w
t+ s−1
k ),
g˜
t+ s
k
j = g˜
t+ s−1
k
j +
1
s
(
g
t+ s
k
j − g˜
t+ s−1
k
j
)
,
(14)
where s iterates from 1 to k, and the update of param-
eter wj is obtained by:
wt+1j = w
t
j − η˜
t
j g˜
t+1
j , (15)
where g˜t+1j is considered as gradient of wj with stochas-
tic batch β[k], and η˜tj denotes its learning rate. This
Gauss-Seidel type of recursive update enables the par-
allelization in computing the gradients with stochastic
batches. In addition, the use of intermediate update of
other parameters in computing stochastic gradient is
beneficial in convergence.
The pseudocode of the modified algorithm is de-
scribed in Algorithm 2 where the computation of gra-
dients with respect to all the parameters is parallelized
at each universal batch iteration, and their cumulative
moving averages are used to estimate the gradients with
stochastic batches. Note that the back-propagation cost
of the modified algorithm is the same as the conven-
tional SGD using the universal batch.
Algorithm 2Alternating minimization with stochastic
batch size via cumulative moving average
for all epoch do
{βt} : universal batches given by random shuffling
g˜0j = 0 : initialize gradients for all j
kj = 1 : initialize the count of batches for all j
for all t : index for universal batch do
gt = 1|βt|
∑
i∈βt ∇fi(w
t)
for all j : index for parameter do
g˜tj = g˜
t−1
j +
1
kj
(
gtj − g˜
t−1
j
)
wt+1j = w
t
j − χ
t
j(η
t
j g˜
t
j)
g˜tj = (1− χ
t
j) g˜
t
j
kj = (1− χ
t
j)(kj + 1) + χ
t
j
end for
end for
end for
4.3 Adaptive update probability
The update of parameters wj at iteration t is deter-
mined by the associated probability ptj based on the
sigmoid function:
s(x;α, γ) =
1
1 + exp(−αx− γ)
, (16)
where α, γ ∈ R are parameters for the slope and the
horizontal position of the curve, respectively. The up-
date probability is designed to be proportional to the
norm of the gradient following the sigmoid function
where α and γ are related to the randomness and the
expectation of the probability, respectively. We present
local and global adaptive schemes in the determination
of the update probability and we will use their com-
bination. In consideration of local and global adaptive
probability in a neural network architecture, we denote
by θl a set of parameter indexes and {wj | j ∈ θl} a set
of parameters at layer l where l = 1, 2, · · · , L.
Local adaptive probability: The local scheme is de-
signed to consider the relative magnitude of the gradi-
ent norms in determining the update probability of the
parameters within each layer. Let µtl and σ
t
l be the mean
and the standard deviation (std) of each set of gradient
norms {|gtj|}j∈θl of parameters {wj}j∈θl at iteration t.
Note that we compute the weighted average consider-
ing the number of parameters at different layers. We
also consider the parameter types such as convolution,
fully connected, bias, batch normalization in construct-
ing distribution of gradient norms since different types
of parameters tend to have different ranges of gradi-
ent norms. We initially normalize the gradient norms
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of parameters at each layer with mean 0 and std 1:
vtj =
|gtj| − µ
t
l
σtl
, ∀j ∈ θl, l = 1, 2, · · · , L. (17)
Then, the update probability ptj is determined by:
ptj = s(v
t
j ;α, γ), γ = 0, (18)
where α ∈ R is a control parameter for the random-
ness of update, and α = 0, γ = 0 yields a random
update with probability 1/2. Setting γ = 0 leads to
Et
[
ptj | j ∈ θl
]
= 1/2 for all l, thus we equally consider
all the layers in updating their parameters.
Global adaptive probability: The global scheme is
designed to consider the relative magnitude of the av-
erage gradient norms from all the layers, and assign the
same probability to all the parameters within the same
layer. Let µt and σt be the mean and the std of µtl over
all the layers l = 1, 2, · · · , L at iteration t. We normalize
the mean µtl over layers l with mean 0 and std 1:
µ˜tl =
µtl − µ
t
σt
, l = 1, 2, · · · , L. (19)
Then, the update probability ptj for all the parameters
{wj}j∈θl at layer l is determined by:
ptj = s(v
t
j ;α, γ), α = 0, γ = λ µ˜
t
l , ∀j ∈ θl (20)
where λ ∈ R is a control parameter for the randomness
of update across layers and the gradient norm of indi-
vidual parameters is ignored by setting α = 0 leading
to El
[
ptj | j ∈ θl
]
= 1/2. The same update probabil-
ity is applied to all the parameters at each layer, but
the probability is adaptively determined across layers
depending on the mean of the gradient norms at each
layer. The global scheme effectively considers different
ranges of gradient norms at different layers.
Combined adaptive probability: Our final choice of
the update probability uses both local and global adap-
tive schemes considering relative magnitude of gradient
norms of parameters both within- and cross-layers. The
gradient norm of each parameter is normalized at each
layer and the weighted means of the gradient norms
with the number of parameters are normalized across
layers. The combined update probability ptj is deter-
mined by:
ptj = s(v
t
j ;α, γ), γ = λ µ˜
t
l , ∀j ∈ θl (21)
where α, λ ∈ R are constants related to the std of the
update probabilities within- and cross-layers, respec-
tively.
5 Experimental results
We provide quantitative evaluation of our algorithm in
comparison to the state-of-the-art optimization algo-
rithms. For the experiments, we use datasets including
CIFAR10 [48] that consists of 50K training and 10K
test object images with 10 categories, SVHN [62] that
consists of 70K training and 25K test street scenes for
digit recognition, and STL10 [19] that consists of 500
training and 800 test object images with 10 categories.
Regarding the neural network architecture, we consider
VGG11 [76], ResNet18 [32, 33], and ResNet50 [5] in
combination with the batch normalization [38].
In our comparative analysis, we consider the follow-
ing optimization algorithms: SGD, Dropout (Drop) [80],
Adaptive Dropout (aDrop) [36], Entropy-SGD (eSGD) [16],
Accelerated-SGD (aSGD) [44], and our proposed algo-
rithm (Ours). We use SGD as a baseline for comparing
the performance of the above algorithms of which the
common hyperparameters such as learning rate, batch
size, and momentum are chosen with respect to the best
validation accuracy of the baseline. Regarding the ad-
ditional parameters specific to Dropout and Entropy-
SGD, we use the recommended values; the dropout rate
is 0.5 and the number of inner loop is 5, respectively.
In the quantitative evaluation, we perform 10 indepen-
dent trials and their average learning curves indicating
the validation accuracy are considered. In particular,
we consider both the maximum across all the epochs
and the average over the last 10% epochs for the vali-
dation accuracy. We present the numerical results that
determine the hyperparameters used across all the ex-
periments in the following section.
5.1 Selection of optimal hyperparameters
The learning rate, batch size, and momentum are se-
lected by the best validation accuracy averaged over
the last 10% of epochs and 10 trials by the baseline
SGD using the models VGG11 and ResNet18 based on
the dataset CIFAR10.
Learning rate: In order to focus on the batch size, we
carefully choose the learning rate as follow. We have
performed a comparative analysis using constant learn-
ing rates, staircase decay [77], exponential decay [29],
sigmoid scheduling, RMSProp [84] and Adam [45] based
on the networks VGG11 and ResNet18 using CIFAR10
dataset. We used grid search, and set 0.1 and 0.05 as
the initial value and exponential power, respectively for
Exponential decay, 0.95 as the weighting factor for RM-
SProp, 0.9 and 0.999 as the weighting factors of gra-
dients and their moments, respectively for Adam. We
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Table 1 Validation accuracy (%) of SGD using VGG11 (left) and ResNet18 (right) with different learning rate annealing
schemes: constants (0.1, 0.01, 0.001), Exponential decay [29], RMSProp [84], Adam [45], Staircase [77], and our Sigmoid based
on CIFAR10 with batch size |β| = 16 and momentum = 0. The average accuracy (upper) over the last 10% of epochs and the
maximum (lower) are computed over 10 trials.
VGG11 ResNet18
0.1 0.01 0.001 Exp RMS Adam Stair Sigm 0.1 0.01 0.001 Exp RMS Adam Stair Sigm
mean 83.44 88.43 87.36 91.23 88.55 88.58 91.88 92.03 87.76 91.45 90.23 93.78 91.11 91.35 94.69 94.89
max 86.31 89.56 88.04 91.98 89.42 89.30 92.37 92.48 90.33 92.66 91.01 94.59 91.88 92.26 95.10 95.16
0.1 0.01 0.001 Exp RMSProp Adam Staircase Sigmoid
Fig. 1 Learning rate annealing curves (top) given by the constants (0.1, 0.01, 0.01), Exponential decay [29], RMSProp [84],
Adam [45], Staircase [77], and the Sigmoid scheme from left to right. The learning curves including the training loss (blue),
validation loss (red), and validation accuracy (green) for VGG11 (middle) and ResNet18 (bottom) based on CIFAR10, are
computed using each learning rate annealing with batch size |β| = 16 and momentum = 0.
Table 2 Validation accuracy (%) of SGD using VGG11 (top) and ResNet18 (bottom) based on CIFAR10 with different
batch size (|β|) and momentum (m). The average accuracy (upper) over the last 10% of epochs and the maximum (lower) are
computed over 10 trials.
|β| 16 16 16 16 32 32 32 32 64 64 64 64 128 128 128 128
m 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 0 0.3 0.6 0.9
mean 92.03 92.05 91.82 86.07 92.01 92.08 92.09 90.24 91.46 91.60 91.97 91.60 90.96 91.11 91.55 91.97
max 92.48 92.33 92.45 87.43 92.43 92.56 92.48 90.99 91.93 91.92 92.39 92.01 91.30 91.47 91.81 92.34
mean 94.89 94.89 94.50 90.77 94.72 94.90 94.85 92.64 94.14 94.36 94.71 94.14 93.33 93.75 94.20 94.49
max 95.16 95.20 94.82 91.61 95.13 95.18 95.22 93.14 94.40 94.73 95.05 94.42 93.80 94.14 94.44 94.77
used 0.1 and 0.001 as the initial and final values with
the steepness parameter for the sigmoid annealing.
The quantitative evaluation in validation accuracy
for each learning rate scheme is presented in Table 1
where the average over the last 10% of epochs (upper)
and the maximum (lower) are obtained by 10 trials.
The learning rates by selected schemes are presented
in Figure 1 (top) and the learning curves including the
training loss (blue), validation loss (red), and valida-
tion accuracy (green) are presented in Figure 1 using
VGG11 (middle) and ResNet18 (bottom). The sigmoid
scheduling has been shown to achieve the best valida-
tion accuracy while yielding smooth validation curves,
thus we apply the sigmoid learning rate to all the op-
timization algorithms throughout the following experi-
ments.
Batch size and momentum: The selection of batch
size is related to the momentum coefficient and we search
for their optimal combination in terms of the validation
accuracy by SGD using VGG11 and ResNet18 based
on CIFAR10. We use 16, 32, 64, 128 for batch size and
0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 for momentum, respectively. The valida-
tion accuracy in average and maximum is obtained for
VGG11 (upper) and ResNet18 (lower) with each com-
bination of the parameters in Table 2 indicating that
better results are obtained by the combination of larger
both batch size and momentum, or smaller both batch
size and momentum leading to our choice of momentum
0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 for batch size 16, 32, 64, 128, respectively
throughout the experiments.
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Table 3 Validation accuracy (%) of our algorithm is computed with varying parameters for (1) the local (α) and (2) the
global (λ) adaptive probabilities using VGG11 (left) and ResNet18 (right) based on CIFAR10 with batch size 16. The average
accuracy (upper) over the last 10% epochs and the maximum (lower) over 10 trials are shown.
(1) Effect of the local parameter (α) with λ = 0 (2) Effect of the global parameter (λ) with α = 0.1
VGG11 ResNet18
α -0.1 0 0.1 1 -0.1 0 0.1 1
mean 92.09 92.17 92.18 91.78 94.85 94.86 94.95 94.79
max 92.44 92.48 92.52 92.28 95.13 95.11 95.27 95.08
VGG11 ResNet18
λ 0 -2 -4 -8 0 -2 -4 -8
mean 92.18 92.35 92.38 92.46 94.95 95.06 95.05 95.15
max 92.52 92.85 92.88 92.74 95.27 95.40 95.60 95.46
Table 4 Validation accuracy (%) is computed with the algorithms: Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and our algorithm
(Ours) with the models: VGG11 (top) and ResNet18 (bottom) based on the datasets: CIFAR10 using its partial training data:
1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and the batch sizes |β|: 16, 32, 64, 128. The average validation accuracy over the last 10% of epochs is computed
over 10 trials. The accuracy gain by our algorithm with respect to SGD is also presented for ease of interpretation.
(1) Validation accuracy (%) and improvement (%-point) for VGG11
SGD Ours improvement
training ratio 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/2 1/4 1/8
|β|=16 89.16 84.78 79.25 89.58 85.50 80.18 0.43 0.71 0.93
|β|=32 88.87 84.61 79.27 89.23 85.22 79.64 0.36 0.61 0.37
|β|=64 88.79 84.43 78.44 89.08 84.81 79.50 0.29 0.37 1.05
|β|=128 88.70 84.07 77.47 89.02 84.73 78.98 0.33 0.67 1.51
(2) Validation accuracy (%) and improvement (%-point) for ResNet18
SGD Ours improvement
training ratio 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/2 1/4 1/8
|β|=16 92.32 88.34 82.77 92.53 88.63 83.68 0.22 0.29 0.92
|β|=32 92.01 87.88 81.92 92.31 88.37 82.53 0.29 0.49 0.60
|β|=64 91.81 87.42 81.50 92.23 87.73 82.02 0.43 0.30 0.52
|β|=128 91.84 87.43 81.02 92.09 87.96 81.64 0.25 0.53 0.62
5.2 Effect of local and global adaptive probability
We empirically demonstrate the effect of parameter α
for the local adaptive probability in Eq. (18) and pa-
rameter λ for the global one in Eq. (20) in our algorithm
with varying one parameter while the other is fixed. We
present the average and maximum validation accuracy
in Table 3 where (1) the parameter α in local adap-
tive probability is set as −0.1, 0, 0.1, 1 with fixed λ = 0,
and (2) the parameter λ in global adaptive probability
is set as 0,−2,−4,−8 with fixed α = 0.1, respectively
using VGG11 (left) and ResNet18 (right) based on CI-
FAR10 with the batch size being 16. It is shown that
α = 0.1 and λ = −4 yields the best results for VGG11
and ResNet18, and thus we use the pair of α = 0.1 and
λ = −4 for our combined adaptive scheme throughout
the experiments.
5.3 Effect of stochastic batch size in generalization
We empirically demonstrate that the proposed algo-
rithm with the combined adaptive scheme achieves bet-
ter generalization than the baseline SGD in terms of the
validation accuracy obtained with partial training data.
In Table 4, we present the average validation accuracy
with VGG11 (top) and ResNet18 (bottom) using CI-
FAR10 from which 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 portions of the 50K
training data are randomly selected for each individual
trial and used its training process. We use 16, 32, 64, 128
as universal batch sizes for each partial set of data. It
is clearly shown that our algorithm yields better accu-
racy than SGD irrespective of the batch size. Moreover
the performance gain by our algorithm increases as less
number of training data are used due to our effective
generalization imposed by adaptive regularization with
the local and global update probabilities.
5.4 Comparison to the state-of-the-art
We now compare our algorithmwith the combined adap-
tive probability to SGD, Dropout (Drop) [80], Adaptive
Dropout (aDrop) [36], Entropy-SGD (eSGD) [16], and
Accelerated-SGD (aSGD) [44]. We present the average
(upper) and maximum (lower) validation accuracy with
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VGG11 ResNet18 ResNet50
Fig. 2 Validation accuracy curve for the datasets: CIFAR10 (top), SVHN (middle), STL10 (bottom) by the models: VGG11
(left), ResNet18 (middle), ResNet50 (right) optimized using SGD (black), Dropout (yellow), Adaptive Dropout (blue), Entropy-
SGD (magenta), Accelerated-SGD (green), and Ours (red). The x-axis represents epoch and the y-axis represents accuracy
(%).
the models VGG11 (left), ResNet18 (middle), ResNet50
(right) based on the datasets (1) CIFAR10, (2) SVHN,
and (3) STL10 in Table 5 where 16, 32, 64, 128 are
used for the universal batch size |β|. It is shown that
our algorithm outperforms the others consistently re-
gardless of model, dataset and batch size. Figure 2 also
visualizes validation accuracy curves with batch size of
16, indicating that ours (red) achieves better accuracy
than SGD (black), Dropout (yellow), Adaptive Dropout
(blue), Entropy-SGD (magenta), and Accelerated-SGD
(green) across all the models VGG11 (left), ResNet18
(middle), ResNet50 (right) and all the datasets CIFAR10
(top), SVHN (middle), and STL10 (bottom).
6 Conclusion and discussion
We have proposed a first-order optimization algorithm
with stochastic batch size for large scale problems in
deep learning. Our algorithm determines batch size for
each parameter at each iteration in a stochastic way fol-
lowing a probability proportional to its gradient norm
in such a way that adaptive regularization is imposed
on each parameter, leading to better generalization of
the network model. The efficient computation of the
gradient with varying batch size is achieved by the cu-
mulative moving average scheme based on the usual
stochastic gradients. The effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm has been demonstrated by the experimental
results in which our algorithm outperforms a number of
other methods for the classification task with conven-
tional network architectures using a number of bench-
mark datasets indicating that our algorithm achieves
better generalization in particular with less number of
training data without additional computational cost.
Acknowledgements This work was supported by the Na-
tional Research Foundation of Korea: NRF-2017R1A2B4006023
and NRF-2018R1A4A1059731.
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Table 5 Validation accuracy (%) is computed with the algorithms: Stochastic gradient descent (SGD), Dropout (Drop) [80],
Adaptive Dropout (aDrop) [36], Entropy-SGD (eSGD) [16], Accelerated-SGD (aSGD) [44], and our algorithm (Ours) with the
models: VGG11 (left), ResNet18 (middle), ResNet50 (right) based on the datasets: CIFAR10 (top block), SVHN (middle),
and STL10 (bottom) using the batch sizes |β|: 16, 32, 64, 128. The average validation accuracy over the last 10% of epochs is
shown at the upper part of each block and the maximum validation accuracy over all the epochs is shown at the lower part.
The accuracy is computed over 10 trials.
(1) Validation accuracy for CIFAR10 with the average over the last 10% epochs (upper part) and the maximum (lower part)
VGG11 ResNet18 ResNet50
mean SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours
|β|=16 92.03 91.17 92.10 89.47 90.86 92.38 94.89 94.11 94.84 92.26 93.49 95.05 95.22 94.76 95.11 92.18 93.21 95.24
|β|=32 92.08 90.94 92.00 89.38 90.83 92.36 94.90 94.04 94.79 91.97 93.42 94.99 95.20 94.62 95.01 91.74 93.03 95.29
|β|=64 91.97 90.73 91.88 89.12 90.72 92.24 94.71 93.76 94.63 91.00 93.11 94.92 94.93 94.39 94.91 90.47 92.84 95.19
|β|=128 91.97 90.48 91.88 88.83 90.64 92.34 94.49 93.85 94.58 91.48 92.98 94.92 94.48 94.37 94.54 90.43 92.71 94.81
max SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours
|β|=16 92.48 91.50 92.34 89.81 91.27 92.88 95.16 94.42 95.12 92.49 93.86 95.60 95.53 95.08 95.41 92.56 93.82 95.58
|β|=32 92.56 91.38 92.37 89.77 91.38 92.62 95.18 94.36 95.13 92.29 93.88 95.32 95.54 94.94 95.27 92.42 93.45 95.67
|β|=64 92.39 91.23 92.31 89.59 91.24 92.70 95.05 94.05 95.05 92.08 93.62 95.33 95.41 94.84 95.28 90.90 93.51 95.45
|β|=128 92.34 91.20 92.25 89.20 91.08 92.84 94.77 94.07 94.78 91.69 93.34 95.15 94.98 94.66 94.91 91.28 93.30 95.14
(2) Validation accuracy for SVHN with the average over the last 10% epochs (upper part) and the maximum (lower part)
VGG11 ResNet18 ResNet50
mean SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours
|β|=16 95.39 95.11 95.32 95.43 94.75 95.76 96.22 96.06 96.19 96.27 95.44 96.36 96.45 96.34 96.37 96.57 95.32 96.68
|β|=32 95.42 95.07 95.35 95.38 94.77 95.72 96.17 95.98 96.19 96.13 95.57 96.30 96.41 96.23 96.29 96.33 95.38 96.59
|β|=64 95.37 95.08 95.33 95.36 94.78 95.72 96.08 95.90 96.12 95.74 95.49 96.28 96.31 96.17 96.26 96.16 95.36 96.57
|β|=128 95.47 95.13 95.35 95.20 94.62 95.74 96.16 95.94 96.10 95.85 95.35 96.33 96.41 96.29 96.31 95.90 94.86 96.63
max SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours
|β|=16 95.63 95.24 95.44 95.60 95.01 95.92 96.38 96.22 96.35 96.42 95.67 96.48 96.61 96.54 96.51 96.75 95.66 96.88
|β|=32 95.59 95.24 95.59 95.57 95.03 95.87 96.42 96.16 96.34 96.24 95.74 96.50 96.56 96.39 96.49 96.64 95.72 96.82
|β|=64 95.58 95.31 95.51 95.63 95.00 95.91 96.25 96.04 96.28 96.10 95.77 96.47 96.54 96.37 96.42 96.45 95.64 96.86
|β|=128 95.59 95.34 95.57 95.41 94.91 95.91 96.26 96.10 96.29 95.98 95.55 96.49 96.75 96.55 96.56 96.13 95.42 96.85
(3) Validation accuracy for STL10 with the average over the last 10% epochs (upper part) and the maximum (lower part)
VGG11 ResNet18 ResNet50
mean SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours
|β|=16 69.31 69.11 71.53 69.03 67.62 74.21 62.14 62.84 65.09 61.38 61.41 67.42 62.47 62.33 65.30 61.31 60.96 67.88
|β|=32 69.62 69.43 71.76 67.89 67.01 74.34 63.12 62.34 64.97 61.52 62.51 66.16 63.16 61.86 64.17 61.55 62.94 66.60
|β|=64 68.29 68.02 71.24 66.86 66.57 73.05 62.65 61.28 62.91 55.39 62.43 64.74 62.31 61.56 63.70 54.03 61.89 65.06
|β|=28 67.23 66.23 67.58 65.04 65.43 70.00 61.28 61.11 62.93 48.53 60.15 63.38 60.61 62.00 61.40 48.84 61.27 64.56
max SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours SGD Drop aDrop eSGD aSGD Ours
|β|=16 71.18 73.21 73.34 70.75 69.54 75.79 66.15 66.49 69.23 65.91 64.93 70.35 65.58 66.09 68.28 63.29 65.54 71.01
|β|=32 72.26 71.43 73.63 71.33 69.43 76.26 65.89 65.15 68.44 64.80 67.08 68.94 66.50 65.74 67.38 65.00 67.94 69.29
|β|=64 70.79 70.91 73.38 69.04 68.95 74.63 65.88 65.80 67.48 60.35 66.06 67.84 65.69 65.26 65.98 62.01 64.35 66.93
|β|=128 69.68 68.44 69.98 66.69 68.74 71.86 65.30 64.69 66.71 55.26 65.21 66.99 66.01 65.95 64.93 55.55 64.21 67.54
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